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2250 TEcHNIc^H,t
SPECITIG^HTIONS

COMBINED SURF¡T,CING
THICKNESSING PI.A,NER
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2250 combined surfacing thicknessing planer. Surface planer:
noise leveì according to DIN standard 45ô35/Ì650, 78 dB(Ã)
average noise leveÌ.
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2250 combined surfacing thicknessÍng pÌaner. Thicknessing
planer: noise level according to DIll standard 45635/1650, 76 dB(.Ä.)
average noise level.

Extremely low noise level
The 2250 definitely resolves the noise
probÌem particularly found in ali traditional
surfacing and thicknessing planers.
Research carried out over a number of
years by SCM in this field has resulted in
exceptional results on this machine
contributing greatly to improving the
working environment and safeguarding
operators health. Only 76 dB(.A.)* on
thicknesser planer and 78 db(A)* on
surface planer.
* DIN 45635/1650 regulations.

The illust¡ations and the data contailed in lhis brochure
ile not bi¡ding. SCM resenes the right to make changes
for technical, commercial and organitational reæons, the
main chractedsttcs of the machines remaini¡g unalt-
ered. In addilion, the parts added, such as the protections,
accessories, etc. can differ to conform to the laws and
special requûements ofthe count¡ies to which the machi-
nes ile to be supplied.
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2250 coMBTNED suRFA,crNG THIcKNEssING pL,4I-rER

I Length of surfacíng tables 2200 mm to
ensure straightening of extra long
components.
r Lehgth of thicknessing table 930 mm
offering a large supporting surface
particularly useful when processing hea\ry or
Iarge sized workpieces.
f Digitat display of working thickn_ess.
I Centratizeä electric control panel.
I Extremely low noise levet only Z_5 dB(Ã) *
on thickneising planer and Z8 dB(^tr) * on
surfacer.
* DIN 45635/1650 regulations - Ãverage noise level with machine idle
without dust extraction.
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Reliable precise
processing
The ruggedness and rigidity of
The 2250 guarantees maximum
precision: the thickness table is
supported by 4 columns located in
4 reference guides to ensure
perfect horizontal stability. Whilst
the sturdy surface planer tables
are ribbed to guarantee long life
and high performance,

Leading technologry: PHT feed system
The 2250 is equipped with PHT (Pure Horizontal Thrust) feed system:
2 rollers upper and lower grip workpiece dwing feed vnthout
pushing against thicknessing table, In this way friction between
iimber and table is reduced by over 70% allowing the feeding power
to be remarkably increased in comparison with traditional feed
system. This is particularly useful when a heavy cut is required or
machining damp or resinous wood,

Easy to set uP and use
Setting up time is considerably reduced on the 2250 thanks to the

simp.-le 
-starting 

and regulation procedure' The thickness of cut is
easily s-elected by means ôt aigitat display. Rise and fall of the table

is inotorized witn fine adjustment obtained via handwheel like the
infeed table of the surfaóe planer adjustment lever, these controls

are all in easy reach of the opelatol With all electric control housed
in a centrálized panel a great deal of attention has been taken to

guarantee maximum safety when operating the machine,
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